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Starting something new



We evolved to see patterns

1976 Viking image

2006 high-resolution image



We use the patterns



Testing the pattern

Location      Magnitude       Deaths

Bam, Iran                 6.6                  26,271
(pop 97,000)

Los Angeles               6.7                         61



An example closer to home
"Hurricane Katrina was, in fact, the judgement of God against the
city of New Orleans."

"New Orleans had a level of sin that was offensive to God," Pastor
Jon Hagee said, because "there was to be a homosexual parade
there on the Monday that the Katrina came."



About half of those killed were greater than 75 years old

$75 million
for

restoration
of Baptist
Seminary



Historical data



My old home in New Orleans



Testing the hypothesis

A B

C D



Testing the hypothesis

Significant



Case 1: Classroom use of historical data
Source:



Notice the pattern



Ice dams and hail storms

My ceiling in Dubuque



Grant River

Mississippi River
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Drainage area plotted against percentage of extreme floods in summer,
showing impact of drainage area and seasonality upon flooding.
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Based on 17 years of data
For the Yellow River.
Without it, r2 = 0.80.



Case 2: Intro to Statistics in J-term, 2014



Sediment database



Excel contingency tables and charts



Excel t-test results



Kyle (in orange)



Hypothesis
Lead and zinc levels are higher in Pool 12 than pool 11 because of the
history of mining.



Dubuque Shot Tower



Mississippi-Valley-type deposits





Escarpment from Silurian to Ordovician



Sample collection

Picture of lab



Lab techniques



Preliminary Results

Picture of sample site

● Higher concentrations of
lead near the known lead
mines

● Lower concentrations
upstream near Silurian
outcrops

● Lead concentrations near
the threshold levels for
remediation of sediment as
called for by the E.P.A.
where use is unrestricted



Concluding thoughts: Is the relationship real and useful?

● On January 15, my mom told me
that she had just received results
from her oncologist visit.

● Her CEA was 8.2

● Her average for the last two
years is 3.3, based on quarterly
tests.

● She has had colon cancer twice,
with her last surgery in the
summer of 2011.

● How do you interpret this?



Why put forth the effort?

“I don't like work–no man
does–but I like what is in the
work–the chance to find
yourself. Your own reality–for
yourself not for others–what
no other man can ever know.
They can only see the mere
show, and never can tell what
it really means.”

Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad



Motivation


